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NEED A NEW USERNAME AND PASSWORD? 
Please contact us at 509-663-1117 or email at mol@ncrl.org

Ordering Online
 
1.  FIND IT
Search for an item on our catalog: catalog.ncrl.org. 
Click "Place Hold."

2.  LOG-IN
Using your library card number and pin (usually the 
last four digits of your phone) log into your account.

3.  CONFIRM YOUR HOLD
Once you are logged in, select your pickup location. 
Choose "Mail Order" if you would like the item mailed 
to you. Click "Place Hold."
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Returning Items
Drop them off at your local library. 
Save us the cost of postage!

Or  stick the provided return label over the 
top of the mailing label.

• Place items in the bag. Pull the silver strip  
off the top of the bag and fold over the seal.

• Drop them off at any Post Office, or 
return in your mailbox.
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NCRL

Stream digital movies, music, and audiobooks on your 
computer, tablet, or phone!
Look for the Hoopla icon throughout the catalog for titles available for checkout on Hoopla!
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Book Club Favorites

All You Can Ever Know 
by Nicole Chung
The true story of one woman’s 
struggle growing up as a transracial 
adoptee and her search for the 
Korean parents who gave her up for 
adoption as a baby.
Order #503683

Beloved 
by Toni Morrison
The story of an escaped slave who is 
haunted and enslaved by her tragic 
past and the ghost of a child who died 
at birth without a name.
Order #139032

The Best We Could Do
by Thi Bui
This graphic novel memoir follows the 
story of a woman’s childhood escape 
during the fall of South Vietnam in 
the 1970s and recounts the challenges 
she faced while building a new life.
Order #412838

The Bookshop of 
Yesterdays
by Amy Meyerson
After inheriting a struggling 
b o o k s h o p,  M i r a n d a  B r o o k s 
discovers that the key to saving her 
new business from bankruptcy is a 
mysterious scavenger hunt through 
the pages of the shop’s books. 
Order #454586

The Book Woman of 
Troublesome Creek 
by Kim Michele Richardson
A traveling librarian contends with 
suspicion, bigotry, and ignorance 
in 1930s Appalachia as she shares 
her love of books with the folks of 
Troublesome Creek, Kentucky. 
Order #491135

Dear Mrs. Bird 
by A.J. Pearce
In World War II Britain, a young 
woman who dreams of becoming a 
war correspondent takes a job as an 
assistant to a ladies' magazine advice 
columnist and secretly replies to the 
scandalous letters her boss orders 
her to throw away.
Order #458864

The Glass Ocean 
by Beatriz Williams, Lauren Willig, & 
Karen White
A struggling author in search of her 
next book topic stumbles on a family 
secret connected to the sinking of the 
Lusitania in 1915 and seeks the help 
of a disgraced member of Parliament 
to unravel the mystery.
Order #467065

The Great Believers 
by Rebecca Makkai
In a tale that stretches from 1980s 
Chicago to modern day Paris, an 
art gallery development director 
and a woman searching for her 
estranged daughter grapple with the 
devastation of the AIDS epidemic.
Order #507691
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The House of Broken 
Angels 
by Luis Alberto Urrea
A Mexican-American family in San 
Diego gathers to say goodbye to a 
beloved patriarch, Big Angel. As they 
contend with loss, love, and identity,  
they celebrate their loved ones and 
relive family stories.
Order #450257

How to Change Your Mind 
by Michael Pollan
In this unique blend of science, 
memoir, history, and medicine, a 
bestselling author investigates the 
increasing use of psychedelics to 
treat difficult conditions such as 
depression, addiction, and anxiety.
Order #454326

I Was Anastasia 
by Ariel Lawhon
In a story spanning 50 years, a 
mysterious young woman with 
horrendous scars claims to be the 
daughter of the last Russian czar, 
whose entire family was executed by 
the Bolsheviks in 1917.
Order #450258

The Line Becomes a River 
by Francisco Cantú
A former border patrol agent and the 
grandson of a Mexican immigrant, 
Cantú shares his unique perspective 
on immigration and the current 
situation at the border between the 
United States and Mexico.
Order #507693

Once Upon a River 
by Diane Setterfield
A young, unknown girl who is 
found dead in the river mysteriously 
revives, sparking a battle between 
three families, each of whom claims 
her as a long-lost relative.
Order #477185

The Soul of an Octopus 
by Sy Montgomery
A popular naturalist with a passion 
for octopuses tells the story of her 
journey into the world of these 
surprisingly intelligent mollusks, 
which scientists are only just 
beginning to understand.
Order #326474

Today We Go Home 
by Kelli Estes
A female soldier recovering from an 
attack on her unit in Afghanistan 
finds comfort in the old diary of a 
young woman who disguised herself 
as a man and joined the Union Army 
during the American Civil War.
Order #500166

The Winter Soldier 
by Daniel Mason
After the outbreak of World War 
I, a naive young medical student 
arrives at his first posting—only to 
discover an abandoned field hospital 
devastated by typhus and left with 
only one mysterious nurse to tend 
the sick and wounded. 
Order #470358
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Parker Looks Up
by Parker Curry & Jessica Curry

Order #507282 

Just Ask!
by Sonia Sotomayor

Order #502637 

Fly!
by Mark Teague

Order # 497798

Fry Bread
by Kevin Noble Maillard

Order # 501255

If I Had a Horse
by Gianna Marino
Order #   448779

Bowwow Powwow
by Brenda J. Child
Order # 466131

Picture Books

Madeline Finn and the 
Shelter Dog

by Lisa Papp
Order #513808 

Llama Destroys the 
World

by Jonathan Stutzman
Order #483804 

The Piñata that the Farm 
Maiden Hung

by Samantha R. Vamos
Order #482483 
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Roly Poly
by Mem Fox

Order #499771 

You are Light
by Aaron Becker

Order #493488 

Unicorn Day
by Diana Murray
Order #502632 

Planting Stories
by Anika Aldamuy Denise

Order #478283 

Who Wet My Pants?
by Bob Shea

Order #494319 

Why?
by Adam Rex

Order #499779 

Want to Play Trucks?
by Ann Stott

Order #466579 

I Love All of Me
by Lorie Ann Grover

Order #509644 

Reading Beauty
by Deborah Underwood

Order #504066 
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Children

Night Diary
by Veera Hiranandani
A poignant, personal, and hopeful 
tale of one girl's journey to find a 
new home in a divided country after 
her half-Muslim, half-Hindu family 
flees Pakistan in 1947, following the 
partition of British India.
Order #510023

Beverly, Right Here 
by Kate DiCamillo
After running away from her family 
and friends, fourteen-year-old 
Beverly makes a new life for herself 
among a colorful collection of new 
neighbors.
Order #498077

Front Desk 
by Kelly Yang
Mia Tang’s parents are hiding 
immigrants in the empty rooms of 
the motel where they live and work 
as housekeepers. Can the young girl 
juggle a life of secrets and her job at 
the motel front desk with her dreams 
of becoming a writer?
Order #455534

Homerooms & Hall Passes 
by Tom O'Donnell
In this Dungeons & Dragons-meets-
Jumanji storyline, five adventurers 
from a magical realm find themselves 
trapped inside a video game—but 
their avatars are normal school kids 
and the game’s deadly challenge is to 
survive middle school.
Order #505986

Indian No More 
by Charlene Willing McManis
In 1957, a young Native girl 
struggles with racism, rootlessness, 
and cultural identity after the 
government disbands her tribe and 
her family is forced to move to urban 
Los Angeles to look for work.
Order #505987

The Island of Dragons 
by Geronimo Stilton
Geronimo must travel to the Island 
of Dragons to locate five dragons 
who can help him to fulfill an ancient 
prophecy and rescue five kidnapped 
princesses from an evil witch.
Order #501020

Look Both Ways
by Jason Reynolds
A collection of stories following 
ten different kids who are all so 
distracted during their walk home 
from school that they fail to see 
a school bus fall from the sky. A 
humorous, poignant exploration of 
the unexpected detours of life.
Order #502108

The Lost Girl 
by Anne Ursu
Iris and Lark—twins separated 
for the first time into different 
classes at school—struggle to get by 
without each other as their city faces 
a mysterious threat.
Order #484781
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Maybe He Just Likes You 
by Barbara Dee
In this exploration of the #MeToo 
movement for a middle grade 
audience, a seventh grader struggles 
with harassment from the boys at 
school and finds her voice and her 
confidence in karate.
Order #501021

Monstrous 
by Carlyn Beccia
In this beautifully illustrated 
encyclopedia of monsters, author and 
illustrator Carlyn Beccia highlights 
fun facts, origin stories, and real-
world history about creatures from 
Bigfoot and the Kraken to zombies 
and more.
Order #506406

More to the Story 
by Hena Khan
In this new twist on Louisa May 
Alcott’s Little Women, four Muslim 
-American sisters living in modern 
Georgia struggle with their father’s 
absence after he takes a six month 
assignment overseas.
Order #506711

Each Tiny Spark
by Pablo Cartaya
Emilia Torres’ father returns from 
deployment and shuts himself away 
to work on an old car in the back of 
the family auto shop. The two start 
to reconnect as Emilia’s dad teaches 
her how to weld.
Order #496834

Some Places More Than 
Others 
by Renée Watson
A young girl looks for belonging and 
connection to her family and her 
roots when she visits her father and 
grandfather in Harlem, but neither 
the city nor her family are what she 
expects.
Order #506714

Strange Birds 
by Celia C. Pérez
Four unlikely allies join together 
to form an alternative Scout troop 
in order to challenge an outdated 
tradition. In their  quest for 
justice, the girls find friendship 
and independence during one 
unforgettable summer.
Order #498092

The Goldfish Boy 
by Lisa Thompson
An obsessive-compulsive boy 
confined to his home finds himself 
at the center of a mystery when he 
realizes that he was the last person 
to see a neighbor child who has just 
disappeared from the neighborhood.
Order #440589

Big Book of Silly Jokes 
for Kids
by Carole P. Roman
A collection of knock-knock jokes, 
riddles, tongue twisters, and 
silly stats for hours of hilarious 
entertainment. A fun way for kids 
to improve reading comprehension 
and verbal skills. 
Order #514279
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Young Adults

The Beautiful 
by Renée Ahdieh
After finding refuge in a convent in 
1872 New Orleans, a beautiful young 
seamstress becomes the target of a 
serial killer in a fantasy world where 
vampires and other dark creatures 
rule the city’s glitzy underworld.
Order #504625

The Candle and the Flame 
by Nafiza Azad
In this fantasy of the Silk Road, 
a young woman caught between 
two warring factions of djinn must 
summon all her courage to face the 
dangers of a magical battlefield.
Order #494672

Children of Virtue and 
Vengeance 
by Tomi Adeyemi
After bringing magic back to the land 
of Orïsha, Zélie and Amari struggle 
to unite warring factions and avert 
a looming civil war in this sequel to 
Children of Blood and Bone.
Order #505575

The Field Guide to the 
North American Teenager 
by Ben Philippe
A black French-Canadian teen who 
finds himself in the middle of a 
Texas high school amuses himself by 
silently mocking his new peers, until 
one day he starts to feel more at home 
with his quirky classmates.
Order #482795

Five Feet Apart 
by Rachael Lippincott
A teen suffering from cystic fibrosis 
falls in love with a fellow patient, 
but the two are not allowed to touch. 
A moving story about two young 
people who refuse to be defined by 
the obstacles that separate them.
Order #481606

The Fountains of Silence 
by Ruta Sepetys
A young man hoping to connect 
with his mother’s Spanish heritage 
through the lens of his camera visits 
Madrid in 1957 and finds himself 
caught in the dangerous world of 
Franco's fascist Spain.
Order #495992

The Good Luck Girls
by Charlotte Nicole Davis
Five girls sold into sexual slavery as 
children and branded with magical 
tatoos that identify them as “Good 
Luck Girls” risk a daring escape to 
seek justice and revenge in this debut 
fantasy novel.
Order #510367

I'm Not Dying with You 
Tonight 
by Kimberly Jones & Gilly Segal
Two teens from different worlds are 
thrown together when violent race 
riots inflame their city. The girls 
must overcome their differences and 
depend on each other if they hope to 
survive the night.
Order #508882
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An Indigenous Peoples' 
History of the United 
States for Young People 
by Jean Mendoza
American history told from the 
perspective of indigenous peoples. 
Adapted for teens, this volume 
includes discussion questions, 
archival images, and more.
Order #507647

Kingdom of Souls
by Rena Barron
The daughter of two powerful witch 
doctors, who struggles to live up 
to the expectations of her magical 
family, turns to a dangerous kind of 
dark magic after the children of her 
world begin to disappear.
Order #503439

On the Come Up 
by Angie Thomas
An aspiring rapper struggling against 
poverty and unfair stereotypes pours 
all of her angst and frustration into 
her first song. When the recording 
goes viral, the sixteen-year-old lands 
at the center of a controversy.
Order #481473

Scavenge the Stars
by Tara Sim
In this imaginative retelling of The 
Count of Monte Cristo, a young woman 
who was unjustly sentenced to 
imprisonment on a debtor ship seeks 
revenge on the man who unjustly 
ruined her life.
Order #510365

Thirteen Doorways, 
Wolves Behind Them All 
by Laura Ruby
Two sisters abandoned at a Chicago 
orphanage by their father during the 
Great Depression struggle to get by 
as the shadow of World War II looms 
on the horizon.
Order #503739

The Toll 
by Neal Shusterman
In this conclusion to the Arc of a Scythe 
trilogy, Scythe Goddard is poised to 
take control of all scythedom. With 
Citra, Rowan, and Endura gone, is 
there anyone left to stop him? 
Order #504426

A Very Large Expanse of 
Sea 
by Tahereh Mafi
In the wake of the 9/11 attacks, a 
young Muslim-American girl facing 
racism and violence walls herself off 
from the world around her—until 
a young man from a seemingly 
irreconcilable world befriends her.
Order #472880

We Set the Dark on Fire
by Tehlor Kay Mejia
A young woman training to become a 
society wife in a repressive, dystopian 
society falls for a fellow student at 
the Medio School for Girls and is 
recruited as a spy for the resistance. 
Great for fans of The Handmaid’s Tale.
Order #482388
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Fiction

The Book of Lost Saints 
by Daniel José Older
In this haunting, cross-generational 
tale, a young man uncovers the 
painful history of his Cuban-
American family after he is visited 
by the spirit of an aunt who vanished 
during the Cuban Revolution.
Order #505813

The Great Believers 
by Rebecca Makkai
In a story that stretches from 1980s 
Chicago to modern day Paris, an 
art gallery development director 
and a woman searching for her 
estranged daughter grapple with the 
devastation of the AIDS epidemic.
Order #507691

The House of Broken 
Angels 
by Luis Alberto Urrea
A Mexican-American family in San 
Diego gathers to say goodbye to a 
beloved patriarch, Big Angel. As they 
contend with loss, love, and identity,  
they celebrate their loved ones and 
relive family stories.
Order #450257

When We Were Vikings 
by Andrew David MacDonald
When 21-year-old Viking enthusiast 
Zelda finds out that her older 
brother, Gert, has resorted to some 
questionable—and dangerous—
methods to make enough money to 
keep them afloat, Zelda decides to 
launch her own quest.
Order #513080

The Lager Queen of 
Minnesota 
by J. Ryan Stradal
Two sisters are torn apart after 
Helen, the youngest, inherits the 
entire family farm and opens a 
successful brewery with the proceeds 
of the sale, while Edith, the oldest, is 
left in dire financial straits.  
Order #497386

The Nickel Boys 
by Colson Whitehead
An idealistic young follower of Dr. 
Martin Luther King Jr. struggles to 
hold on to his principles after he is 
unjustly incarcerated in a hellish 
juvenile reform school for boys in the 
Jim Crow South of the early 1960s. 
Order #481997

Olive, Again 
by Elizabeth Strout
In this sequel to Olive Kitteridge, 
award-winning author Elizabeth 
Strout brings us back into Olive’s life 
in Crosby, Maine as she tackles big 
life changes with ruthless honesty, 
boundless empathy, and grace.
Order #499516

On Earth We're Briefly 
Gorgeous 
by Ocean Vuong
In this moving debut novel, a young 
Vietnamese-American writes a letter 
to his single mother and—in the 
process—brings to light a painful 
family history that culminates in a 
surprising revelation.
Order #493019
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An Orchestra of 
Minorities 
by Chigozie Obioma
After falling for a young woman from 
a wealthy family, a Nigerian poultry 
farmer sells everything he has to 
attend college and win the approval 
of the woman he loves.
Order #481898

The Overdue Life of  Amy 
Byler
by Kelly Harms
A single mom from rural Pennsylvania 
spends an unforgettable summer in 
New York City after her guilt-ridden 
ex-husband offers to take the kids. 
Can she return to her old life after 
such a transformative experience?
Order #502510

Little Gods
by Meng Jin
After the death of her mother, a 
s e ve n t e e n -ye a r- o l d  C h i n e s e 
American takes her mother’s ashes 
to China—an unknown country to 
her—and embarks on a journey into 
her family's buried past.
Order #513785

The Oysterville Sewing 
Circle 
by Susan Wiggs
After scandal and tragedy end her 
New York City fashion career, a 
woman looking for a fresh start 
returns to her rural hometown 
and finds companionship in a local 
sewing circle.
Order #495308

Queenie 
by Candice Carty-Williams
A Jamaican-British journalist from 
London struggles to find belonging 
and purpose as she wrestles with 
cultural identity, love, and what it 
means to be a modern woman.
Order #488735

The Testaments 
by Margaret Atwood
Fifteen years after the events of The 
Handmaid’s Tale, the lives of three 
very different women collide in the 
oppressive and tyrannical Republic 
of Gilead.
Order #481983

Trust Exercise 
by Susan Choi
Two teens studying at a competitive 
performing arts high school fall in 
love in the 1980s, but the outside 
pressures of family, economic 
status, and academic achievement 
collide, affecting their future lives in 
surprising ways.
Order #489154

Wherever She Goes 
by Kelley Armstrong
A single mother with a troubled past 
witnesses a kidnapping at a local 
park. When the authorities refuse 
to believe her story, it’s up to her to 
rescue the boy.
Order #493835
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Romance

Ayesha at Last
by Uzma Jalaluddin
In this modern-day Pride and Prejudice, 
a progressive young Muslim woman 
develops unexpected feelings for 
the conservative and judgemental 
Khalid. When he becomes engaged to 
someone else, she learns surprising 
things about herself.
Order #492778

Blitzed 
by Alexa Martin
An NFL player and a beautiful bar 
owner feel a strong attraction to one 
another, but ghosts from the past 
threaten their growing relationship.
Order #512416

Bringing Down the Duke 
by Evie Dunmore
In 1879 England, a young Oxford 
University suffragette finds herself 
in a battle of wits with the attractive, 
anti-suffragist Duke of Montgomery, 
who has made it his mission to 
seduce her.
Order #502996

The Bromance Book Club 
by Lyssa Kay Adams
A professional baseball player joins 
a secret romance book club for 
Nashville's top alpha men. Why? To 
find relationship advice that will save 
his troubled marriage.
Order #512417

The Devil in the Saddle
by Julia London
After her fiancé cheats on her, a Texas 
socialite—who is the only daughter 
of the powerful Prince family—finds 
it hard to resist a sexy ranch hand and 
former Army Ranger from her past. 
Order #511464

The Doctor's Secret 
by Heidi Cullinan
A young surgeon relocates to a 
small town in order to recover from 
the pressures of his prestigious 
residency, but life gets complicated 
when he falls for his attractive 
nursing assistant, Simon Lane.
Order #514117

The Friend Zone 
by Abby Jimenez
A young woman coming to terms 
with infertility falls for the best man 
at her friend’s wedding, only to 
discover that he dreams of having 
a big family someday. How can she 
keep the funny, sexy Josh at arm’s 
length when he is so perfect for her?
Order #498632

Get a Life, Chloe Brown 
by Talia Hibbert
After a near-death experience, a 
chronically ill computer geek decides 
to live dangerously with the help of 
a sexy, mysterious, part-time artist 
whose passion for motorcycles, 
tattoos, and rebellion is irresistible.
Order #506046
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Heart & Soul 
by Brooke St. James
A young woman recovering from a 
devastating breakup with the man of 
her dreams feels that she’ll never be 
able to pick up the pieces of her life—
until she meets Caleb, the son of a 
preacher and someone surprisingly 
perfect for her.
Order #512418

My Favorite Half-Night 
Stand 
by Christina Lauren
A professor makes a pact with four 
perpetually-single male colleagues 
to find plus-ones for a work gala, 
but things get complicated when her 
online dating app matches her with 
one of her fellow professors.
Order #479418

Pride, Prejudice, and 
Other Flavors 
by Sonali Dev
A neurosurgeon from a posh Indian-
American family and a chef with 
a rough background butt heads 
when he takes a job working for her 
demanding family. 
Order #491658

The Summer Wives 
by Beatriz Williams
After her mother marries into an 
elite family from an exclusive New 
England island community, a young 
woman falls in love with the son of the 
local lighthouse keeper, unleashing a 
chain of events that will change their 
lives forever.
Order #457300

Sweet on You 
by Becky Wade
The uncle of a bestselling author dies 
under suspicious circumstances, 
forcing the writer to seek the help 
of his longtime best friend Britt to 
uncover the truth of what happened. 
Can he keep his growing feelings for 
her a secret?
Order #496826

Wolf Rain 
by Nalini Singh
In a world divided between humans, 
changelings, and psychics, a wolf-
changeling rescues an empath from 
the kidnapper who held her captive 
for years in order to exploit her 
psychic powers. The two soon form 
a bond that will change their world.
Order #491162

The Wedding Party 
by Jasmine Guillory
After a regrettable one-night stand, 
Maddie and Theo are thrown 
together by the upcoming wedding 
of a mutual best friend. Can the two 
keep their animosity and growing 
attraction under control?
Order #491661

Well Met 
by Jen DeLuca
Emily ’s  teenage niece ropes 
her into volunteering at a local 
Renaissance faire. Sparks fly when 
her lighthearted approach to life 
clashes with the irritatingly serious 
mood of Simon, whose family has 
deep ties to the faire.
Order #501823
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Religious Fiction

All This Could Be Yours 
by Jami Attenberg
A young lawyer coming to grips with 
her troubled relationship with her 
toxic, power-hungry father returns 
home to New Orleans to visit him 
on his deathbed and clashes with her 
dysfunctional family.
Order #504937

Memento Park 
by Mark Sarvas
A son digs deep into his Jewish 
family’s tragic past and reconnects 
with his estranged father after 
learning that a valuable painting 
looted from their family during 
World War II has been recovered.
Order #448590

More Than Words 
Can Say 
by Karen Witemeyer
A bakery owner is railroaded by the 
town council into adding a man to the 
deed of her business. After entering 
into a marriage of convenience with 
a strong, silent lumberjack, she finds 
herself wanting more.
Order #493513

One More River to Cross 
by Jane Kirkpatrick
A party of settlers from Missouri 
attempts to traverse the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains only to find 
themselves trapped in the harsh 
landscape for the winter by an 
unexpected October snow storm.
Order #502678

Smoke Screen 
by Terri Blackstock
Fourteen years after his father was 
convicted of killing the local preacher 
in a drunken rage, a firefighter 
returns to his hometown and 
reconnects with his ex-girlfriend— 
the daughter of the murdered man.
Order #505022

The Tinderbox 
by Beverly Lewis
After snooping through family 
heirlooms, a young Amish girl 
uncovers a startling secret from her 
father’s past—one that threatens 
the future of her loved ones and 
her engagement to the preacher’s 
grandson.
Order #485898

The Way of the Brave 
by Susan May Warren
A former pararescue jumper living 
alone in Alaska after a botched rescue 
in Afghanistan must put aside his 
fears to help a group of climbers lost 
on Denali. One of them is the CIA 
profiler who approved the mission 
that nearly killed him.
Order #511304

The World That We Knew 
by Alice Hoffman
After her mother sends her to live 
with a renowned rabbi to escape the 
growing power of the Nazis, twelve-
year-old Lea befriends the rabbi’s 
daughter, who creates a mystical 
golem to protect her.
Order #499982
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Religious Non-Fiction

Crusaders 
by Dan Jones
This major new history of the 
Crusades examines the eighth 
century roots of Muslim-Christian 
relations all the way up to the modern-
day implications of the period—from 
a variety of perspectives.
Order #510328

Dominion 
by Tom Holland
Renowned historian Tom Holland 
explores the impact of Christianity 
on the western consciousness and 
how it has informed our moral 
assumptions on issues ranging 
from secularism and science to 
homosexuality and more.
Order #504942

Finding Chika 
by Mitch Albom
In this moving memoir, author Mitch 
Albom tells the story of how a young 
Haitian orphan who was born just 
days before the 2010 earthquake 
became a part of his family after a 
devastating medical diagnosis.
Order #504597

The Immoral Majority 
by Ben Howe
An evangelical conservative writer 
and filmmaker disillusioned by the 
2016 election examines the history of 
the Christian right and argues that 
evangelicals have embraced moral 
relativism, toxic partisanship, and 
political power over principle.
Order #499417

In Love with the World 
by Yongey Mingyur Rinpoche
A rare, intimate account of a 
world-renowned Buddhist monk’s 
near-death experience and the life-
changing wisdom he gained from it.
Order #502650

On Faith 
by Antonin Scalia
Late Supreme Court justice Antonin 
Scalia's reflections on his own faith, 
the challenges that religious believers 
face in modern America, and the 
religious freedoms protected by the 
Constitution.
Order #489375

Out of Many Faiths 
by Eboo Patel
Eboo Patel, former faith advisor 
to President Obama, explores the 
importance of religious diversity 
in America’s cultural, political, and 
economic life and draws on his own 
experiences as a Muslim-American.
Order #475133

A Pilgrimage to Eternity 
by Timothy Egan
Renowned author Timothy Egan tells 
the story of his thousand mile trek by 
foot along the Via Francigena, the 
trail through France, Switzerland, 
and Italy that once led medieval 
pilgrims to Rome.
Order #504185
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Mystery

Agent Running in the Field
by John Le Carré
Amid a growing threat from Moscow 
Centre, a veteran of Britain’s secret 
intelligence service who is weary 
of his years as an agent runner is 
placed in charge of a defunct London 
substation.
Order #502175

Beyond a Reasonable 
Stout 
by Ellie Alexander
A local city councilman is murdered 
after proposing a controversial new 
law that would outlaw beer in the 
Bavarian village of Leavenworth. A 
brewery owner and amateur sleuth 
rushes to find the killer.
Order #502067

The Sentence is Death 
by Anthony Horowitz
A celebrity divorce lawyer with an 
abundance of enemies is found 
bludgeoned to death with a $3,000 
bottle of wine. A private investigator 
and an author-turned-amateur-
sleuth investigate after the case 
baffles local police.
Order #490553

The Border 
by Don Winslow
A DEA official and forty year 
veteran of the War on Drugs battles 
corruption and violence from Mexico 
to Wall Street and Washington, D.C. 
in his fight to take down the kingpin 
of the Sinaloa cartel once and for all.
Order #481864

Conviction
by Denise Mina
After discovering a connection to her 
own past in one of her favorite true-
crime podcasts, a respectable upper 
class mother finds herself on the run 
in a desperate attempt to solve the 
case before it’s too late.
Order #492896

The Escape Room 
by Megan Goldin
A team-building escape room 
challenge turns deadly when four 
rising stars on Wall Street discover 
that there is a price to pay for success 
and ruthless ambition.
Order #497826

Game of Snipers 
by Stephen Hunter
The mother of a fallen soldier asks 
sniper Bob Lee Swagger to help her 
find the man who killed her son, 
pitting him against a dangerously 
skilled assassin and forcing him to 
team up with the Mossad, the FBI, 
and local law enforcement. 
Order #495294

Heavy on the Dead 
by G.M. Ford
While hiding from a group of white 
supremacists, Private Investigator 
Leo Waterman discovers the body 
of a boy on the beach in San Diego, 
leading him into the heart of a 
dangerous human trafficking ring.
Order #496586
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Lady in the Lake 
by Laura Lippman
In 1960s Baltimore, a former 
housewife starting her life over as a 
reporter covers the story of a young 
black woman found dead in a city 
park fountain. 
Order #481992

Metropolis 
by Philip Kerr
In 1928 Berlin, a city teetering 
on the edge of chaos, detective 
Bernie Gunther joins the murder 
commission at the increasingly 
Nazified police headquarters, 
landing him in the middle of a high 
profile murder case.
Order #487832

Old Bones 
by Preston & Child
An archeological expedition to 
find the lost camp of the infamous 
Donner party in the California 
mountains turns deadly when the 
team makes a shocking discovery 
and some present day violence 
sparks an FBI investigation.
Order #514362

The Perfect Wife
by J.P. Delaney
In this gripping psychological 
thriller, a woman wakes from a five 
year coma with no recollection of her 
past or her identity. Can she trust her 
husband’s account of the events that 
led to her fateful accident?
Order #496503

This Poison Will Remain 
by Fred Vargas
A police commissioner investigates 
the death of three elderly men who 
grew up at the same orphanage. All 
of the men died from recluse spider 
bites and two of them belonged to a 
violent group of boys called the “band 
of recluses.”
Order #511462

Pretty as a Picture 
by Elizabeth Little
A film editor accepts a job on the 
troubled set of a movie shooting on 
a remote Delaware island. She soon 
discovers that the editor she was 
hired to replace has disappeared 
and the entire project is riddled with 
accidents, scandals, and secrets.
Order #511465

The Turn of the Key 
by Ruth Ware
After lying to secure a strangely 
lucrative job as a live-in nanny at a 
luxurious smart home in the Scottish 
Highlands, a young woman ends up 
in prison, accused of the murder of 
one of her employer's children.
Order #495834

The Mirror & the Light 
by Hilary Mantel
In this conclusion to the Wolf Hall 
trilogy, the wily Thomas Cromwell 
navigates the intrigues of Henry 
VIII’s court after the death of Anne 
Boleyn while his enemies gather 
against him.
Order #510915
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Western

A Death in Eden 
by Keith McCafferty
A  m i n i n g  c o m p a ny  a n d  a n 
environmental group clash over a 
new operation along the Smith River 
in Montana, but things turn deadly 
when a decapitated body washes up 
along the river bank.
Order #453110

Hired Guns 
by William W. Johnstone
Bounty Hunter Luke Jensen tracks 
an outlaw to a Montana ghost town, 
only to become the target of a band 
of hired guns. His only hope of 
surviving the ordeal is Tom Eagle, 
the very man he was hired to hunt.
Order #511798

Fall Back Down When I Die
by Joe Wilkins
A young Montana ranch hand 
saddled with debt after the death 
of his mother adopts a mute and 
traumatized seven-year-old. The 
two form an unexpected bond as 
the community around them is torn 
apart by a murder and a wolf hunt.
Order #481998

In the Distance 
by Hernan Diaz
In this genre-bending Pulitzer Prize 
finalist, a penniless immigrant boy 
travels east in search of a lost brother, 
encountering a series of settlers 
roaming west—from naturalists, 
religious fanatics, and swindlers to 
lawmen and natives. 
Order #431195

Inland  
by Téa Obreht
After setting out on a death-defying 
trek across the drought-ridden 
Arizona Territory, a former outlaw 
haunted by ghosts finds solace with 
a lonely frontier woman waiting for 
the return of her husband and sons.
Order #496177

Land of Wolves
by Craig Johnson
Walt Longmire investigates the 
apparent suicide of a shepherd 
connected to a violent and powerful 
ranching family, as strange carvings 
appear on trees in the area and a 
renegade wolf haunts the Bighorn 
Mountains.
Order #499797

The McCoys Before the 
Feud 
by Thomas A. McCoy
After his return from a raid to reclaim 
Southern gold taken by a thieving 
Union general, Tommy McCoy’s 
future is at risk when a Pinkerton 
detective comes to town and starts 
snooping into his affairs.
Order #512419

Outriders 
by Rebecca Scofield
This nuanced history of American 
rodeos tells the stories of  competitors 
marginalized by society—those who 
widened the definition of the real 
American cowboy—from female 
bronc-riders, convict cowboys, and 
gay wranglers to all black rodeos.
Order #508122
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The Peaceful Valley Crime 
Wave 
by Bill Pronzini
The sheriff of a sleepy western town 
is surprised by an unusual crime 
wave: A cigar store carving is stolen, 
a local teen goes missing, and a 
housekeeper is poisoned.
Order #513150

Preacher's Frenzy 
by William W. Johnstone
After a friend is swindled by a 
grifter and his seductive accomplice, 
Preacher sets out to catch the con 
artists and recover the stolen money. 
His journey takes him to New Orleans 
where he is enslaved on a pirate ship.
Order #509143

The Return of Kid Cooper 
by Brad Smith
After serving thirty years in prison 
for a crime he did not commit, Nate 
Cooper returns to his Northern 
Montana ranching town and finds 
that the Blackfoot Indians he went 
to prison to defend are still being 
cheated out of their territory.
Order #514365

Ride the High Lonesome 
by Rosanne Bittner
A woman stranded in outlaw country 
nurses a cowboy left for dead by cattle 
rustlers. Obsessed with revenge, the 
man must decide whether to pursue 
his attackers or to help his new friend 
find her way back to the safety of the 
nearest town.
Order #512248

The Texas Badge 
by Dusty Richards
Saddler County Sheriff Dell Hoffman 
investigates on the fringes of 
society—among the invisible and 
the forgotten—after a bank robbery, 
a jailbreak, and a massacre all occur 
on the same night in his small town.
Order #418173

Eden Mine
by S.M. Hulse
After local officials seize the family 
property by invoking eminent 
domain statutes, Jo Faber learns 
that her brother has gone missing 
following a bombing at the county 
courthouse. Could her beloved 
Samuel be capable of such violence?  
Order #512552

Wild Bill 
by Tom Clavin
In this spellbinding true story, 
bestselling author Tom Clavin sifts 
through the lore and the legend 
surrounding Wild Bill Hickock, the 
gunslinger and sheriff who was the 
winner of the West’s first quick-draw 
gun fight.
Order #512261

A Woman's Way West 
by John Fraley
The true story of Doris Ashley, who 
settled in Montana in 1925 just 
as the old West was giving way to 
the new. Doris helped shape the 
character of northwest Montana and 
participated in the development of 
Glacier National Park.
Order #507490
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Science Fiction/Fantasy

All Our Wrong Todays 
by Elan Mastai
After a time travel mishap transports 
him to our reality, a man from a 
utopian society in an alternate time 
line is surprised to find love and 
happiness. He must decide whether 
or not to use his technology to reset 
the time line.
Order #397466

This is How You Lose the 
Time War
by Amal El-Mohtar 
Two rival time travel agents from 
opposing futures fall in love after one 
of them leaves the other a taunting 
letter and unwittingly begins a 
unique correspondence stretching 
over vast swaths of time and space.
Order #497217

The Consuming Fire 
by John Scalzi
Contending with those who believe 
that the collapse of a vital inter 
dimensional highway is just a myth, 
the Emperox Grayland II struggles 
to keep the Interdependency from 
collapsing.
Order #470749

Gideon the Ninth 
by Tamsyn Muir
In a world full of undead magic, a 
powerful necromancer and bone 
witch is summoned by the emperor 
to compete in a deadly contest for a 
chance at immortality and calls on a 
rugged swordswoman for help.
Order #501317

Gods of Jade and Shadow 
by Silvia Moreno-Garcia
In Jazz Age Mexico, a young woman 
discovers an old wooden box in her 
grandfather’s house and unwittingly 
unleashes the spirit of the Mayan god 
of the dead, who then demands her 
help to defeat a usurper.
Order #496585

Leviathan Wakes 
by James S.A. Corey
A mysterious attack on the spaceship 
Scopuli by an unknown assailant 
escalates a cold war between the 
governments of Earth and Mars and 
exposes a dangerous conspiracy that 
puts the entire solar system at risk.
Order #512247

Ninth House 
by Leigh Bardugo
A high school dropout from Los 
Angeles is given the chance to 
attend Yale University on a full 
ride scholarship. The catch? Her 
mysterious benefactors want her 
to spy on the university’s eight elite 
secret societies.
Order #494419

The Poppy War 
by R.F. Kuang
A peasant girl and war orphan 
shocks the empire after winning 
a scholarship to an elite military 
academy. While facing bigotry from 
her classmates, she discovers that she 
has a talent for shamanism.
Order #456485
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The Priory of the Orange 
Tree 
by Samantha Shannon
A lady in waiting to Queen Sabran of 
Inys uses forbidden magic to protect 
her mistress from the assassins that 
seek to kill the last ruler of the House 
of Berethnet before she can conceive 
an heir to her throne.
Order #481996

The Pursuit of William 
Abbey 
by Claire North
After witnessing the lynching of a 
local boy by white colonists in 1880s 
South Africa, Dr. William Abbey is 
cursed by the child’s mother and 
soon begins seeing the boy’s ghost 
wherever he goes. 
Order #512301

The Starless Sea 
by Erin Morgenstern
A graduate student unlocks a secret, 
magical world centered around 
an ancient, hidden library after he 
discovers a mysterious book in the 
stacks of his college library that 
includes a story from his own life.
Order #497608

Storm of Locusts 
by Rebecca Roanhorse
In Dinétah, a Navajo reservation 
reborn after a climate apocalypse, a 
monster hunter with supernatural 
powers tracks down an estranged 
friend who was seduced by a cult that 
is led by a mysterious figure from 
Navajo legend—the White Locust.
Order #490711

The Ten Thousand Doors of 
January 
by Alix E. Harrow
The neglected young ward of an 
eccentric and wealthy man discovers 
a mysterious book in her guardian’s 
artifact-filled mansion and unlocks a 
new world full of impossible journeys 
and unforgettable love.
Order #498641

The Deep 
by Rivers Solomon
In an undersea society founded by 
the water-breathing descendents 
of African slave women thrown 
overboard, Yetu the historian is the 
only person who knows her people’s 
tragic past. Can she continue to bear 
the pain of remembrance?
Order #504595

Unholy Land 
by Lavie Tidhar
In the land of Palestina, a Jewish state 
founded in East Africa, a pulp fiction 
writer and time traveler is under 
suspicion for murder amid growing 
political unrest as his government 
builds a vast border wall to keep out 
African refugees.
Order #477373

Witchmark 
by C.L. Polk
In a fantastical world reminiscent 
of Edwardian England, the son of 
a powerful magical family fakes his 
own death and hides out as a doctor. 
His anonymity is threatened when 
he is forced to use magic to prevent 
a patient’s death. 
Order #458781
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Graphic Novels
ADULTS

Frogcatchers 
by Jeff Lemire
In this descent into psychosis, a man 
wakes up in a haunted hotel with no 
recollection of how he got there. The 
rooms are all padlocked and the place 
is entirely abandoned except for one 
young companion. 
Order #511482

Book Love 
by Debbie Tung
A charming and humorous collection 
of comics for tea-sipping, spine-
sniffing, book-hoarding bibliophiles 
and book nerds that will make you 
laugh out loud.
Order #484320

La Voz de M.A.Y.O: Tata 
Rambo 
by Henry Barajas
This is the story of Ramon Jaurigue, a 
WW II veteran and activist who was 
instrumental in helping the Pascua 
Yaqui tribe of Arizona improve their 
living and working conditions and 
gain federal recognition.
Order #511483

The League of 
Extraordinary Gentlemen: 
The Tempest Vol. IV 
by Alan Moore
This dramatic conclusion to the 
famous series from the dynamic 
author/illustrator team Alan Moore 
and Kevin O’Neill takes place on the 
devastated Earth of the year 2,996.
Order #511478

Open Borders 
by Bryan Caplan & Zach Weinersmith
Economist Bryan Caplan argues 
for opening all borders in order to 
eliminate poverty worldwide and 
usher in a booming world economy 
that would benefit all humanity.
Order #507656

Batman: Night Walker 
by Moore Stuart
Eighteen-year-old and newly minted 
billionaire Bruce Wayne becomes a 
prisoner of the infamous Arkham 
Asylum. His only hope of escape is 
a brilliant killer and fellow inmate.
Order #511481

Fence, Vol. 2
by C.S. Pacat
In the face of surly upperclassmen 
and incredible odds, a young man 
seeks to prove his skills in the world 
of competitive fencing in order to 
gain a spot on the elite Kings Row 
team.
Order #492616

They Called Us Enemy 
by George Takei
Before his role as Sulu on Star Trek 
made him a household name, four-
year-old George Takei and his family 
were imprisoned in an American 
internment camp for people of 
Japanese descent during World War 
II. This is his story.
Order #495983
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CHILDREN

Best Friends 
by Shannon Hale
A sixth grader struggles to keep up 
with the in-crowd when her best 
friend joins "The Group," a collection 
of cool kids with strict rules about 
what shows and songs to follow and 
which people to befriend.
Order #497915

Dog Man: Fetch-22 
by Dav Pilkey
After Petey the Cat gets out of jail 
with a new perspective on life, he 
and Dog Man must put aside their 
differences to help Li’l Petey, who is 
having trouble seeing the good in 
the world.
Order #497919

Guts 
by Raina Telgemeier
Amid worries about food, school, 
and changing friendships, a young 
girl wakes up with an upset stomach 
which does not go away—even after 
many days. What is going on with 
her health? 
Order #497920

New Kid 
by Jerry Craft
A seventh grader with a passion for 
drawing cartoons starts over at a 
prestigious private school known not 
for its art but for its academics. The 
talented student of color struggles 
to fit in with his upper class, white 
classmates.
Order #481507

Queen of the Sea 
by Dylan Meconis
This fictionalized history is loosely 
based on the story of Queen Elizabeth 
I and Queen Mary. When her sister 
seizes the throne, Queen Eleanor of 
Albion is banished to a tiny island 
and befriends a mysterious young 
orphan girl.
Order #489319

Stargazing 
by Jen Wang
After meeting an unusually dynamic 
young girl who tells her that she has 
visions of celestial beings who speak 
to her from the stars, Christine finds 
herself at the side of her new friend’s 
hospital bed while she battles for 
her life.
Order #497923

This Was Our Pact 
by Ryan Andrews
A group of children forms a pact to 
ride their bikes down river, following 
a flotilla of festival lanterns in order 
to find out whether the legend is true 
that says the beacons float out of the 
river and into the sky to become stars 
once reaching the river's end.
Order #505009

White Bird 
by R.J. Palacio
The author of Wonder makes her 
graphic novel debut with the story of 
Julian’s grandmother, who as a young 
Jewish girl during World War II was 
hidden by the family of an unpopular 
classmate in Nazi-occupied France. 
Order #497924
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Large Print

The Art of Theft 
by Sherry Thomas
Consulting detective Charlotte 
Holmes, a.k.a. Lady Sherlock, 
comes to the aid of her sidekick Mrs. 
Watson, who wants to prevent the 
sale of a painting containing secrets 
that are harmful to a dear friend.
Order #511475

Dear Edward 
by Ann Napolitano
After a devastating plane crash, 
twelve-year-old Edward struggles 
with the guilt, isolation, and grief that 
comes with being the only survivor 
and the focus of an unrelenting 
media circus. 
Order #513795

Camino Island 
by John Grisham
After losing her teaching job, a young 
novelist who is down on her luck is 
hired by a mysterious company to 
infiltrate the literary circle led by 
Bruce Cable, a rare book dealer and 
bookstore owner who dabbles in 
shady side ventures.
Order #417792

The Girl Who Lived Twice 
by David Lagercrantz
Lisbeth Salander has gone off the 
grid in order to hunt her primal 
enemy—her twin sister Camilla. 
Mikael Blomkvist is desperate to find 
Lisbeth after a mysterious man dies 
on the streets with Mikael’s name 
and number in his pocket.
Order #498664

A House of Ghosts 
by W.C. Ryan
As World War I intensifies, a 
group of guests converge on Lord 
Highmount’s island estate off the 
coast of Devon for a séance to contact 
his Lordship’s two dead sons. While 
a storm gathers off the coast, one of 
their number is murdered.
Order #511473

The Island of Sea Women 
by Lisa See
Two Korean divers working in their 
island village’s all-female diving 
collective form a special bond that 
sees them through the dangers of 
Japanese colonialism, World War II, 
the Korean War, and beyond.
Order #513794

Just Plain Murder 
by Laura Bradford
A rural Pennsylvania police detective 
whose Amish family shunned him 
after he became a cop investigates the 
death of his mentor, the now retired 
police chief who inspired him to go 
into law enforcement.
Order #511468

Liars' Legacy  
by Taylor Stevens
Two twins trained to be assassins 
from childhood find themselves 
unprotected and on the run after 
their broker’s death leaves his 
network of killers exposed to U.S. 
government operatives on a mission 
to eliminate the guild.
Order #511474
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New Iberia Blues 
by James Lee Burke
New Orleans Detective Dave 
Robicheaux investigates the death of 
a young woman found crucified after 
disappearing near the Cyrpemort 
Point estate of a Hollywood director.
Order #481431

A Long Petal of the Sea 
by Isabel Allende
After Franco’s fascists overthrow 
the Spanish government, a young 
pregnant widow and her brother-
in-law enter into a marriage of 
convenience as they flee to Chile on a 
ship chartered by poet Pablo Neruda.
Order #509564

Lost Children Archive 
by Valeria Luiselli
As their family travels cross country 
from New York to Arizona, two 
children deal with their parents’ 
g r o w i n g  e s t r a n g e m e n t  a n d 
news stories of migrant children 
attempting to cross into the United 
States from Mexico.
Order #497543

The Night Fire 
by Michael Connelly
Harry Bosch’s old mentor leaves him 
the murder book of a cold case he 
took home with him after retiring 
from the LAPD. After digging deeper, 
Bosch wonders: Did his mentor  take 
the murder book home in order to 
solve the case or in order to bury it?
Order #502190

The Pioneers 
by David McCullough
Drawing from a rare collection of 
diaries and letters, Pulitzer-prize 
winning historian David McCullough 
tells the story of the settlement of 
the Northwest Territory from the 
perspective of five key settlers. 
Order #492905

Under Currents 
by Nora Roberts
Years after escaping the hidden 
turmoil of his seemingly perfect 
family in the Blue Ridge Mountains, 
Zane Begelow returns to his small 
hometown and falls for a landscape 
artist with family ghosts of her own.
Order #498487

The Real Wallis Simpson 
by Anna Pasternak
A new and different perspective on 
the notorious American divorcee 
who captured the heart of King 
Edward VIII, who gave up his throne 
to marry her.  Pasternak claims that 
Wallis was a victim and a scapegoat.
Order #489958

The Water Dancer 
by Ta-Nehisi Coates
After a strange power saves him from 
drowning, a young slave escapes 
from a Virginia plantation and wages 
an underground war against slavery, 
vowing to rescue his family and 
defeat those whose cruelty robbed 
him of his mother.
Order #503553
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Animals

The Boy, the Mole, the Fox 
and the Horse 
by Charlie Mackesy
A modern classic in the vein of The 
Giving Tree and The Alchemist, this 
modern fable is centered around four 
unlikely friends and the universal 
lessons they learn together. 
Order #508759

Cat Tale 
by Craig Pittman
The previously untold story of a 
desperate experiment that brought 
the Florida panther back from 
the brink of extinction. The most 
remarkable comeback in the history 
of the Endangered Species Act.
Order #510132

Does it Fart? 
by Dani Rabaiotti & Nick Caruso
A scientifically precise, fully 
illustrated, and utterly hilarious 
guide to animal flatulence, covering 
the habits of 80 animals in more detail 
than you ever knew you needed.
Order #513793

Dog is Love 
by Clive D. L. Wynne
A pioneering canine behaviorist 
shares exciting new research proving 
that the core of the relationship 
between dogs and humans is based 
not on intelligence and submission, 
as previously believed, but on love 
and affection.
Order #500569

Elephant Company 
by Vicki Constantine Croke
The story of Billy Williams, an 
elephant whisperer and leader of an 
elite British military force operating 
behind enemy lines in Burma, who 
rescued a group of refugees in a 
daring escape across the border into 
India during World War II. 
Order #397094

Hollow Kingdom 
by Kira Jane Buxton
A domesticated crow whose only 
knowledge of the world comes from 
TV and a dim-witted dog set off on a 
dangerous journey through zombie-
infested Seattle after their master 
contracts the mysterious illness that 
has devastated the city.
Order #498634

How to Be a Good Creature
by Sy Montgomery
A National Book Award finalist 
reflects on the personalities and 
quirks of 13 animals who have 
profoundly affected her life in this 
stunning, poetic, and life-affirming 
memoir featuring illustrations by 
Rebecca Green.
Order #458882

Gogi's Gambit 
by Eliot Schrefer
After a narrow escape from the Ant 
Queen, a shadowwalker monkey 
learning to harness his fire powers 
sets out on a quest with a group of 
magical friends to recover a powerful 
artifact that can save the rainforest.
Order #487116
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Mama's Last Hug 
by Frans De Waal
A leading primatalogist explores 
the rich emotional lives of animals, 
beginning with the story of Mama, a 
chimpanzee whose emotional death 
illustrates the fact that humans are 
not the only species with a capacity 
for love, hate, fear, joy, and empathy.
Order #487791

Odd Animals 
by Rose Davidson
Get to know the weirdest, silliest, 
most unique critters in the animal 
kingdom, from the axolotl to the 
star-nosed mole in this quirky 
early reader published by National 
Geographic Kids.
Order #479310

My Penguin Year 
by Lindsay McCrae
The story of an award-winning 
wildlife cameraman who spent 337 
days following an emperor penguin 
colony on the nearly 100 mile journey 
over Antarctica to their breeding 
grounds.
Order #508222

The Photo Ark Vanishing 
by Joel Sartore
Celebrated National Geographic 
photojournalist  Joel  Sartore 
continues his Photo Ark quest, 
photographing species around the 
world that are escaping extinction 
thanks to human efforts.
Order #508872

The Rise of Wolf 8 
by Rick McIntyre
Decades after rangers in Yellowstone 
National Park killed the last of the 
wild wolves living in the area, a 
pack of wolves from Canada was 
reintroduced into the park. This is 
the true story of one of those wolves 
and his struggle to survive.
Order #506544

Running with Sherman 
by Christopher McDougall
The heartwarming story a community 
that came together to train a rescue 
donkey to run one of the most 
challenging races in America and, 
in the process, discovered the life-
changing power of the human-
animal connection.
Order #503568

Tamer Animals 
by Justin M. Woodward
Four teens camp in  a forest rumored 
to be haunted by the ghost of a goat 
farmer who was murdered by the 
Klan. After one of the boys vanishes, 
the group begins to suspect that the 
legend of the Goatman—half man, 
half goat—might be true.
Order #493808

Tundra: All the Trimmings 
by Chad Carpenter
A collection of 400 hilarious comics 
from the widely syndicated comic 
strip artist Chad Carpenter, who 
gathers inspiration while working 
from his hilltop cabin in the wilds 
of Alaska. 
Order #508875
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Because Internet 
by Gretchen McCulloch
An internet linguist examines the 
deep forces that shape human 
communication, how the Internet 
is changing the English language, 
why that's a good thing, and what 
our online interactions reveal about 
who we are.
Order #494635

Bury My Heart at Chuck E. 
Cheese's 
by Tiffany Midge
A compelling collection of the 
author's musings on life, politics, 
and identity as a Native woman in 
America that blends sly humor and 
social commentary with meditations 
on love and loss.
Order #511480

Whole Food Cooking 
Every Day
by Amy Chaplin
A compilation of ingenious recipes 
that incorporate foods that are key to 
a healthy diet: seeds and nuts, fruits 
and vegetables, whole grains, and 
other plant-based foods.
Order #503370

From the Oven to the Table 
by Diana Henry
Let the oven do the work with this 
easy-going assortment of full-
flavored dishes that can be cooked 
in one dish or pan. Featuring recipes 
like spatchcock chicken with chile, 
sherry-roasted Jerusalem artichokes, 
and more!
Order #508169

Furious Hours 
by Casey Cep
An exploration of the murder case 
that captured the attention of author 
Harper Lee, who returned to her 
native Alabama from New York in 
order to follow the trial and pen a 
true-crime narrative in the style of 
Truman Capote’s In Cold Blood.
Order #490683

The Heartbeat of Wounded 
Knee 
by David Treuer
A sweeping history—and counter-
narrative—of Native-American life 
from the Wounded Knee Massacre 
to the present. This is the story of 
a resilient people who persevered 
through a transformative era.
Order #481113

How Not to be a 
Professional Racing 
Driver 
by Jason Plato
T h e  ex p l o s i ve  m e m o i r  o f  a 
championship racer whose escapades 
provide a hilariously entertaining 
romp through what not to do if you 
want to become a professional driver.
Order #512517

Underland 
by Robert MacFarlane
An award-winning nature writer 
probes the ancient and complex 
relationship between man and nature 
in a moving account of humankind's 
journey through darkness, burial, 
and what lies beneath the surface of 
both place and mind. 
Order #492582
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Stay informed and entertained with 
digital newspapers and magazines 
that you can read 24-hours a day!
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The Scientist and the Spy 
by Mara Hvistendahl
A survey of US counter-intelligence 
investigations into Chinese industrial 
espionage that questions the role 
that corporate influence plays in the 
process, suggesting that our scrutiny 
of China may be tinged with racism.
Order #513154

Women Rowing North 
by Mary Pipher
A timely inquiry into the cultural and 
developmental issues women face as 
they age, drawn from the author’s 
own experiences as a daughter, sister, 
mother, grandmother, caregiver, 
clinical psychologist, and cultural 
anthropologist.
Order #472868

Say Nothing 
by Patrick Radden Keefe
An award-winning staff writer from 
the New Yorker gives an account of a 
notorious I.R.A. killing in Northern 
Ireland during the height of The 
Troubles and outlines its devastating 
repercussions.
Order #482396

She Said 
by Jodi Kantor & Megan Twohey
The behind-the-scenes story of the 
Pulitzer Prize-winning reporters 
who broke the news of Harvey 
Weinstein’s sexual harassment and 
abuse for the New York Times and the 
impact of their investigation on the 
#MeToo movement.
Order #501155

They Were Her Property 
by Stephanie E. Jones-Rogers
Bridging women’s history, Southern 
history, and African American 
history, this is a bold new look at 
the role white women played in 
the American slave economy by a 
University of California, Berkeley 
historian.
Order #486545

Three Women 
by Lisa Taddeo
Based on nearly a decade of reporting, 
a journalist presents the riveting true 
stories of the sex lives of three very 
different American women.
Order #495984
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My Name is Why
by Lemn Sissay
A leading British poet tells the story 
of a childhood spent in foster care 
and the journey of self discovery 
and creative redemption that began 
for him after he learned that he was 
taken from his unwed Ethiopian 
mother at birth.
Order #513155

Over the Top 
by Jonathan Van Ness
The laugh-and-cry-out-loud story 
of the beloved star of Netflix’s Queer 
Eye, Jonathan Van Ness, who endured 
years of judgement, riducule, and 
truama during his conventional 
Midwestern childhood.
Order #502673

The Five 
by Hallie Rubenhold
A British historian delves into the lives 
of the five women killed by Jack the 
Ripper and paints a dark and moving 
portrait of Victorian London—a 
world full of poverty, homelessness, 
and rampant mysogyny. 
Order #509316

The Yellow House 
by Sarah M. Broom
An award-winning author recounts 
her childhood in a shotgun house 
in one of New Orlean’s forgotten 
neighborhoods and considers the 
pull of home and family alongside 
questions of race, class, and 
devastating inequality.
Order #497858

Memoir & Biography

Brother & Sister 
by Diane Keaton
The heartfelt memoir of actress 
Diane Keaton's relationship with 
her younger brother that is also a 
poignant reflection on the divergent 
paths siblings' lives can take.
Order #510853

Dear Girls 
by Ali Wong
Wildly popular comic Ali Wong’s 
tale is told in the form of heartfelt 
and hilarious letters to her two 
daughters. Wong shares wisdom 
from her life on and off stage in 
a fun, surprisingly moving, and 
enlightening way.
Order #502695

Dutch Girl 
by Robert Matzen
A moving biography of the beloved 
f i lm star, fashion icon, and 
humanitarian Audrey Hepburn, 
that covers the five excruciating 
years of her childhood that she spent 
in Holland under Nazi occupation 
during World War II.
Order #489475

In the Dream House 
by Carmen Maria Machado
A revolutionary memoir and coming-
of-age story of domestic abuse by 
an acclaimed author that takes us 
on a journey through her religious 
adolescence all the way to a defining 
relationship with a charismatic, 
volatile woman.
Order #506049
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Closer Than Together 
by The Avett Brothers
The award-winning folk rock group’s 
latest album includes a selection of 
songs featuring their signature folk, 
indie folk, bluegrass, and Americana 
styles.
Order #510518

When We All Fall Asleep 
by Billie Eilish
The Grammy-winning singer 
songwriter's chart-topping studio 
album debut is full of alternative pop, 
electropop, pop, and indie pop and 
features 6 Top 40 singles.
Order #491125

God is a Drummer 
by Trilok Gurtu
An inventive blend of jazz, jazz 
fusion, and world music from 
Indian percussionist and composer 
Trilok Gurtu, who is known for 
composit ions  that  highlight 
unconventional instruments.
Order #514383

Death Race for Love 
by Juice WRLD
This selection of hip hop, trap, emo 
rap, and R&B from the late rapper 
and singer-songwriter Juice-Wrld 
made it to the top of the Billboard 
200 and includes the popular singles  
"Robbery" and "Hear Me Calling."
Order #512270

Ocean  
by Lady Antebellum
The popular country, country pop, 
and soft rock trio's eighth studio 
album debuted at number 2 on 
Billboard's Top Country Albums 
chart and includes the singles "What 
If I Never Get Over You" and "What 
I'm Leaving For."
Order #512875

Cuz I Love You 
by Lizzo
The debut album from hip hop, R&B, 
pop, and soul artist Lizzo, featuring 
the hit singles "Juice," "Truth Hurts," 
and a brand new version of “Good As 
Hell” featuring Ariana Grande.
Order #504034

Patty Griffin 
by Patty Griffin
Vocals, guitar, and piano from the  
Americana, folk, folk rock, country 
folk, and gospel artist whose deeply 
personal 10th studio album draws 
inspiration from her recent battle 
with cancer.
Order #512273

Libertad 548 
by Pitbull
The highly anticipated 11th album 
from rapper and singer-songwriter 
Pitbull includes hip hop, reggaeton, 
and pop songs and features some 
exciting collaborations with artists 
from around the world.
Order #512271
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Audiobooks: Non-Fiction 

Angels in America : A Gay 
Fantasia on National 
Themes
by Tony Kushner
New Yorkers grapple with life and 
death, love and sex, and heaven and 
hell as the AIDS crisis intensifies 
during the Reagan Republican 
counterrevolution of the 1980s.
Order #509629

The Body 
by Bill Bryson
A head-to-toe tour of the marvel 
that is the human body, full of 
extraordinary facts and irresistible 
anecdotes that lead to a deeper 
understanding of the miracle of life.
Order #513493

The Conservative 
Sensibility 
by George F. Will
A survey of the founders’ ideas on 
natural rights, limited government, 
and religious freedom that spurred 
two centuries of prosperity and how 
these principles are at risk in today's 
political climate.
Order #513517

Dark Towers 
by David Enrich
New York Times finance editor David 
Enrich's searing exposé of the 
controversial Deutsche Bank outlines 
the institution's shadowy ties to 
Donald Trump, Putin's Russia, and 
Nazi Germany.
Order #513422

Don't Stop Believin' 
by Olivia Newton John
The life story of beloved actress, 
singer, and philanthropist Olivia 
Newton John—from her starring 
roles in iconic films such as Grease to 
her Grammy-winning musical career 
to her battles with cancer 
Order #513496

E.B. White on Democracy 
by E.B. White
A timely collection of essays on 
politics, freedom, and democracy 
from the beloved author of Charlotte’s 
Web, who spent several years on the 
staff of the New Yorker magazine 
during the 1920s and 30s.
Order #513466

Everything is 
Figureoutable 
by Marie Forleo
An award-winning TV host and 
podcaster offers refreshing advice 
on how to retrain your brain to think 
with the creativity and positivity 
needed to reach your goals and 
overcome life’s setbacks.
Order #513453

Talking to Strangers 
by Malcolm Gladwell
In this inventive audio book 
featuring recordings from real life, 
Gladwell examines the tools and 
strategies we use to understand 
people we don’t know and how those 
methods engender conflict and 
misunderstanding.
Order #503455
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OverDrive
Check out our collection of 
e-books and e-audiobooks for 
your smartphone, tablet, kindle, 
or e-reader! 
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BORROW NOW: 
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Inside Out 
by Demi Moore
In this intimate and emotionally 
charged memoir, iconic actress Demi 
Moore shares her journey to super 
stardom, highlighting her struggles 
with addiction, insecurity, and 
childhood trauma.
Order #513423

Operation Chastise
by Max Hastings
Noted historian Max Hastings delves 
into the untold story behind the 
daring British RAF raid on Nazi 
Germany’s Ruhr dams in 1943 that 
captured the imagination of the 
world and strengthened the resolve 
of war-weary Britain.
Order #513962

The Third Rainbow Girl 
by Emma Copley Eisenberg
The story of a rural community torn 
apart by suspicion and fear after the 
murder of two middle class outsiders 
hitchhiking through their West 
Virginia town remained unsolved 
for years.
Order #513479

Me 
by Elton John
In his first and only official 
autobiography, music icon Elton 
John reveals the truth about his 
extraordinary life, from his roller 
coaster lifestyle as shown in the film 
Rocketman to his transformation into 
a living legend.
Order #513461

Midnight in Chernobyl 
by Adam Higginbotham
A powerful investigation into 
the Chernobyl incident and how 
propaganda, secrecy, and myth 
have obscured the true story of one 
of  history’s worst nuclear disasters.
Order #513424

The Splendid and the Vile 
by Erik Larson
The #1 New York Times bestselling 
author of The Devil in the White City 
and Dead Wake delivers a fresh and 
compelling portrait of Winston 
Churchill and London during the 
Blitz of World War II.
Order #513477
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Audiobooks: Fiction 

Big Sky 
by Kate Atkinson
Detective Jackson Brodie relocates 
to a seaside village and investigates 
a man whose wife suspects him of 
infidelity, but a chance encounter 
with a desperate man on a crumbling 
cliff side ensnares him in a sinister 
network.
Order #494697

California Girls 
by Susan Mallery
Three sisters come together after 
they are all dumped in the same 
week: Finola discovers on live TV 
that her husband is cheating, Zennie 
agrees to become a surrogate after 
her breakup, and Ali's fiancé sends 
his brother to call off their wedding.
Order #513421

Cemetery Road 
by Greg Iles
A Washington D.C. journalist 
reluctantly  returns home to 
Mississippi as his father’s health 
fails. He must rely on the help of a 
former lover when two mysterious 
deaths threaten a billion dollar paper 
mill deal vital to the town's future.
Order #513494

The Cornwalls Are Gone 
by James Patterson & Brendan DuBois
After her husband and child are 
kidnapped, an army intelligence 
officer is given 48 hours to locate and 
liberate an unnamed captive—or her 
family will die.
Order #513495

Curious Toys 
by Elizabeth Hand
In 1915 Chicago, the daughter of a 
carnival fortune teller joins forces 
with a brilliant but eccentric artist to 
investigate a murder after she sees a 
suspicious looking man exit the Hell 
Gate ride alone after entering with a 
young girl.
Order #513449

Dominicana 
by Angie Cruz
A young woman enters into a loveless 
marriage with a man twice her age 
after he promises to take her to New 
York City and vows to help her family 
escape the political turmoil of the 
Dominican Republic in the 1960s.
Order #513451

Saint X 
by Alexis Schaitkin
Years after her older sister’s murder 
while on a family vacation in the 
Caribbean, a young woman becomes 
obsessed with finding out the truth 
after a chance encounter reunites 
her with one of the men originally 
accused of the crime.
Order #513476

The Giver of Stars 
by Jojo Moyes
Five women journey through 
Depression era Kentucky as traveling 
librarians in Eleanor Roosevelt’s 
new Packhorse Library, braving the 
beautiful yet harsh landscape while 
bringing books to people who have 
never before had access to a library.
Order #513455
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Audiobooks: Fiction 

Here and Now and Then 
by Mike Chen
Eighteen years after being stranded 
in 1990s San Francisco, a secret time 
travel agent from the future faces a 
difficult decision when his rescue 
team finally arrives to take him home 
to the year 2142 and the family he no 
longer remembers.
Order #513456

When You See Me 
by Lisa Gardner
Kimberly Quincy and D.D. Warren 
lead an FBI task force that was formed 
to delve into the disturbing world of a 
deceased serial kidnapper. They soon 
learn that the man’s deadliest secret 
has links to a present-day crime.
Order #511310

The Raven Tower 
by Ann Leckie
In a land protected by a god known 
as The Raven, a terrible secret lies 
hidden deep at the base of the tower 
of the god, whose magic patronage 
requires a blood sacrifice every year.
Order #513498

Tidelands 
by Philippa Gregory
A young woman mourning the loss 
of her missing husband unwittingly 
helps a spy escape through the 
marshy tidelands, exposing herself 
to the suspicions of her neighbors 
amid the turbulence of Cromwell’s 
England.
Order #513480

Tuesday Mooney Talks to 
Ghosts 
by Kate Racculia
A puzzle-loving loner joins forces 
with a ragtag group after an eccentric 
billionaire dies, leaving behind a 
fortune for the winner of an epic 
scavenger hunt based on clues from 
the works of Edgar Allan Poe.
Order #513482

Hunting for a Highlander 
by Lynsay Sands
As eager young women descend on 
Buchanan Keep, hoping to charm 
the last of the unmarried Buchanan 
brothers, a young woman grieving the 
death of her betrothed unwittingly 
catches the eye of Geordie  Buchanan 
while climbing a tree in the orchard.
Order #513459

The Whisper Man 
by Alex North
Twenty years after Frank Carter is 
convicted and sent to prison for being 
the Whisper Man killer, a small town 
is terrorized anew when new victims 
disappear after a mysterious voice 
lures them outside by whispering at 
their windows.
Order #513483

The Night Watchman 
by Louise Erdrich
A night watchman carries the fight 
against Native dispossession from 
rural North Dakota all the way to 
Washington, D.C., in this powerful 
novel that explores themes of love 
and death, desire and ambition.
Order #513464
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All the Greys on Greene 
Street
by Laura Tucker
Olympia’s father disappears, leaving 
behind only a cryptic note, while a 
stranger lurks in the neighborhood. 
Can the twelve-year-old artist solve 
the mysteries surrounding her 
family before it’s too late?
Order #513492

My Jasper June 
by Laurel Snyder
After a world-shattering event 
knocks her off course and estranges 
her from her family and friends, 
a young girl finds solace in a new 
friend and a secret hideout during 
her summer break.
Order #513462

Sunnyside Plaza 
by Scott Simon
A young woman living in a group 
home for adults with developmental 
disabilities works to solve the mystery 
surrounding a series of suspicious 
deaths at the home. Will the police 
listen to her findings?
Order #514360

Roller Girl 
by Victoria Jamieson
About to enter middle school, twelve-
year-old Astrid heads off to a summer 
roller derby camp while her best 
friend chooses dance camp instead. 
Is Astrid strong enough to handle the 
challenges of roller derby without her 
best friend at her side?
Order #513963

Sweeping up the Heart 
by Kevin Henkes
Trapped at home with her boring 
English professor father during 
spring break, a seventh grade girl 
befriends a strange boy who claims 
that he can see the spirit of her 
deceased mother.
Order #513478

Tristan Strong Punches
 a Hole in the Sky 
by Kwame Mbalia
In this middle grade fantasy full of 
African-American folk heroes and 
West African gods, a young man 
grieving the tragic loss of his best 
friend accidentally tears a whole in 
the fabric of the universe. 
Order #513481

We Are Grateful : 
Otsaliheliga
by Traci Sorrell
Beginning in the fall with the Native 
new year and ending in summer, 
follow a full year of Cherokee 
celebrations and experiences. 
Written by a citizen of the Cherokee 
Nation.
Order #513965

Each Tiny Spark 
by Pablo Cartaya
Emilia Torres’ father returns from a 
military deployment overseas and 
shuts himself away to work on an 
old car in the back of the family auto 
shop. The two start to reconnect as 
Emilia’s dad teaches her how to weld.
Order #513960
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Audiobooks: Young Adults

Wayward Son 
by Rainbow Rowell
In this sequel to the best-selling 
Carry On, Simon joins Penny and Baz 
on a trip to the American West in a 
vintage convertible where they are 
confronted by dragons, vampires, 
and gun-toting skunks.
Order #516015

Genesis Begins Again 
by Alicia D. Williams
Genesis is a young girl with a list 
of 90-some things she hates about 
herself. Can she learn to love herself 
with an unstable home life, a new 
school, and her father’s gambling 
addiction all dragging her down?
Order #512426

Girl Gone Viral 
by Arvin Ahmadi
A seventeen-year-old coding prodigy 
pulls off the hack of her life in order 
to win a contest to meet the eccentric 
billionaire founder of the world’s 
biggest VR platform— the very man 
she thinks is responsible for her 
father’s disappearance.
Order #513454

Hope and Other Punch 
Lines 
by Julie Buxbaum
A seventeen-year old tries to escape 
her lifelong notoriety as “Baby Hope,” 
the child immortalized in a viral 
photo of her birthday with the South 
Tower of the World Trade Center 
collapsing in the background on 9/11.
Order #513497

How to Make Friends with 
the Dark 
by Kathleen Glasgow
A teen copes with her overprotective 
mother’s death in this novel about 
love and loss and learning how to 
carry on when it feels like you're 
surrounded by darkness.
Order #513458

The Near Witch 
by V.E. Schwab
Children from the town of Near begin 
to disappear mysteriously from their 
beds after a strange boy appears on 
the moor one night outside Lexi’s 
home. Who is the nameless child 
and is the Near Witch really just a 
bedtime story?
Order #513463

Now Entering Addamsville 
by Francesca Zappia
When Zora Novak is framed for a 
crime she didn’t commit, she must 
track down the true culprit and clear 
her name before it’s too late. In a 
small town obsessed with ghosts, 
getting people to believe the truth 
might be impossible.
Order #513465

There Will Come a 
Darkness 
by Katy Rose Pool
100 years after the disappearance 
of seven powerful prophets, five 
individuals set off on a collision course 
with the prophets’ final message. 
Will they prove to be humanity’s 
destruction or it’s salvation?
Order #512428
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21 Bridges 
An embattled NYPD detective is 
thrust into the middle of a citywide 
manhunt for a pair of cop killers after 
he uncovers a massive conspiracy. 
Rated R, 100 minutes.
Order #513174

The Farewell 
In this funny, heartfelt story, Billi’s 
family returns to China under the 
guise of a fake wedding in order 
to say goodbye to their beloved 
matriarch—the only person who 
doesn’t know that she has only a few 
weeks to live. Rated PG, 99 minutes.
Order #505748

Harriet 
The thrilling and inspirational story 
of Harriet Tubman’s escape from 
slavery and her transformation into 
one of America’s greatest heroes. 
Rated PG-13, 125 minutes.
Order #511942

Judy 
Renée Zellweger’s award-winning 
portrait of showbiz legend Judy 
Garland, who arrives in London 
during the winter of 1968 to perform 
a series of sold-out concerts. Rated 
PG-13, 118 minutes.
Order #509097

Midway 
The story of the Battle of Midway, told 
through the experiences of the WW 
II leaders and soldiers who fought it. 
Rated PG-13, 138 minutes.
Order #513469

The Mustang 
A convict struggling to escape the 
weight of his past rediscovers his own 
humanity as he trains an especially 
unbreakable mustang. Rated R, 96 
minutes.
Order #493210

Rocketman 
A one-of-a-kind musical biopic on 
the spectacular journey of Elton John 
from small town boy to iconic rock-n-
roll superstar. Rated R, 121 minutes.
Order #498869

They Shall Not Grow Old 
Using historic film footage, this 
documentary from Academy Award-
winning director Peter Jackson 
provides an inventive new look at the 
Great War and those forever changed 
by it. Rated R, 99 minutes.
Order #494521
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Abominable 
When friends Yi, Jin, and Peng 
discover a Yeti, they name him 
Everest and embark on a journey 
across China to reunite the magical 
creature with his family. Rated PG, 
97 minutes.
Order #508625

Aladdin 
Disney ’s  v ibrant  l ive-action 
adaptation of the animated classic, 
this is the exciting tale of the 
charming street rat Aladdin, the 
courageous Princess Jasmine, and 
the genie who is the key to their 
future. Rated PG, 127 minutes.
Order #497619

Dora and the Lost City of 
Gold 
When her parents disappear in 
search of the Lost City of Gold, Dora 
and her friends set off on a wild 
quest to find them, navigating the 
jungle and outrunning treasure 
hunters along the way. Rated PG, 
102 minutes.
Order #506302

The Lion King 
Disney ’s new adaptation of the 
beloved classic brings the African 
savanna to life with pioneering 
filmmaking techniques, and follows 
the story of a future king who must 
overcome betrayal and tragedy to 
assume his rightful place on Pride 
Rock. Rated PG, 118 minutes.
Order #504075

Missing Link 
Meet Mr. Link: 8 feet tall, 630 lbs, 
and covered in fur; but don’t let his 
looks fool you. He’s the world’s most 
lovable legend and he is ready to 
embark on a comical journey of epic 
proportions. Rated PG, 94 minutes.
Order #495963

The Nutcracker and the 
Four Realms 
The beloved Christmas classic 
reimagined. A mysterious gift 
from her mother launches Clara 
on a journey to four secret realms, 
where she discovers that her greatest 
strength could change the world. 
Rated PG, 99 minutes.
Order #482168

The Secret Life of Pets 2 
This continuing story about the 
bonds between pets and the families 
that love them answers the question: 
What are your pets doing when 
you’re not at home? Rated PG, 86 
minutes.
Order #498865

Toy Story 4 
Woody’s confidence wavers when 
Bonnie adds a reluctant new toy 
named Forky to her room and a 
road-trip adventure with old and 
new friends shows him how big the 
world can be for a toy. Rated G, 100 
minutes.
Order #502158
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Español: Niños
LECTURA PARA NIÑOS

¡Danza del Corral!
by Sandra Boynton

Order #503269

Puppy Dog Pals 
Diversion Buena y Limpia

by R.J. Cregg
Order #503245

Peppa Pig: La Leccion de 
Ballet

by Elizabeth Schaefer
Order #509046

El Tiburoncito
by Ann Downer

Order #257317

Cerdito y su Barriga 
Hambrienta
by Piret Mildeberg
Order #477302

Chanco la Estrella
by Aaron Blabey
Order #487209

Necesito un Abrazo
by Aaron Blabey
Order #509043

Tiranosaurio Soso
by Julia Donaldson

Order #485346

Gobi: una Perrita con un 
Gran Corazón

by Dion Leonard
Order #455800
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Español: Adultos Jovenes
NIÑOS JÓVENES ADULTOS

Chong Chong Zul 
by Pinin Carpi
Chong Chong Zul, su gato azul, 
su perro naranja, y su pequeño 
pez se embarcan en una aventura 
fantástica después de encontrarse 
con el emperador Wei Ming en el 
mercado para comprar helado de 
naranja.
Order #465836

Los Tipos Malos 
en Combustible 
Intergaláctico 
by Aaron Blabey
Los Tipos Malos están de vuelta, 
pero esta vez el mundo está a punto 
de terminar, por lo que se ponen sus 
trajes espaciales, toman prestada 
una nave espacial y salvan el mundo.
Order #505781

Fenway y Hattie
by Victoria Coe
Un adorable Jack Russell terrier se 
adapta a la vida en los suburbios 
después de mudarse de la ciudad con 
su familia.
Order #509264

Lety Alzo su Voz 
by Angela Cervantes
A una niña que está aprendiendo 
inglés le encanta ser voluntaria en 
un refugio de animales local porque a 
los perros y gatos no les importa si no 
siempre puede encontrar la palabra 
correcta.
Order #487195

Al Final Mueren Los Dos 
by Adam Silvera
Dos jóvenes que acaban de descubrir 
que van a morir se encuentran a 
través de una aplicación y viven 
una vida de recuerdos en un día 
inolvidable.
Order #474437

Antología de Animales 
Extraordinarios 
by Ben Hoare
Esta enciclopedia de animales 
presenta descripciones detalladas 
de 100 animales y muestra la vida 
salvaje del mundo con fotografías 
impresionantes e ilustraciones 
hermosas.
Order #498728

Dream Unidos por el 
Destino 
by Sarah Lark
Luchando por sentirse como en 
casa en Nueva Zelanda después de 
mudarse de Alemania, una joven se 
hace amiga de un semental plateado 
salvaje y lo nombra Dream.
Order #498430

Insurgente 
by Veronica Roth
A medida que estalla la guerra 
entre las facciones del distópico 
Chicago, Tris intenta salvar a sus 
seres queridos, mientras lidia con 
inquietantes preguntas de dolor y 
perdón, identidad y lealtad, política 
y amor.
Order #301059
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Mindfulness para 
Principiantes 
by Jon Kabat-Zinn
Transforme su vida a través de la 
práctica de la atención plena con la 
guía del maestro, científico y clínico 
que la introdujo por primera vez en 
la medicina occidental convencional.
Order #509615

Tu Horóscopo Personal 
2020 
by Joseph Polansky
Esta guía astrológica más vendida 
lo ayudará a navegar el año que 
viene con predicciones mensuales y 
perfiles de personalidad.
Order #506776

Una Vida sin Límites 
by Alejandra Llamas
Logre la paz interior y la serenidad 
con esta guía que se inspira en 45 
versos esenciales del Tao Te Ching 
del filósofo chino Lao Tsé.
Order #287719

¡Ya Supéralo!  
by César Lozano
Una colección divertida y humorística 
de lecciones de vida y consejos sobre 
cómo lograr una vida de armonía 
libre de la influencia de personas 
tóxicas y amistades destructivas.
Order #500497

Español: Adultos
NO-FICCIÓN

Parte de una Serie

Cada Día es Tuyo 
by Jordan Lee Dooley
Una guía motivadora para una 
vida con un propósito, por el joven 
empresario y estrella en ascenso 
detrás de SoulScripts y el Podcast 
de SHE.
Order #498341

Cocina Sana con Pizca de 
Sabor 
by Karla Hernández
Recetas  del ic iosas, s i mpl es, 
saludables y accesible para personas 
diabéticas, hipertensas o que padecen 
enfermedades cardíacas o alergias.
Order #509601

El Traidor
by Anabel Hernandez
Un periodista de investigación va 
detrás de escena del Cartel de Sinaloa 
después de que el hijo del rey del 
cartel la contacta y le ofrece contar 
la historia de violencia, corrupción y 
drogas de su familia.
Order #511002

Lecciones de la Manada 
by César Millán
El "Susurrador de perros," César 
Millán, revela las muchas formas 
en que los perros y las personas 
pueden enriquecerse mutuamente, 
compartiendo ocho lecciones 
esenciales de vida que aprendió de 
sus décadas de experiencia.
Order #455453
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LANGUAGE 
LEARNING
Start learning a language today using 
Rosetta Stone’s famous language 
learning solution! 30 languages 
offered, including English as a second 
language.

Aprendizaje de idiomas 
Comience a aprender un idioma 
hoy usando la famosa solución 
de aprendizaje del lenguaje de 
Rosetta Stone! 30 idiomas ofrecidos, 
incluyendo el inglés como segundo 
idioma.

ncrl.org/mol-lang

FICCIÓN

Largo Pétalo De Mar
by Isabel Allende
Después de que los fascistas de 
Franco derrocan al gobierno español, 
una joven viuda embarazada y su 
cuñado entablan un matrimonio de 
conveniencia mientras huyen a Chile 
en un barco fletado por el poeta Pablo 
Neruda.
Order #494053

Los Testamentos 
by Margaret Atwood
Quince años después de los 
acontecimientos de The Handmaid’s 
Tale, las vidas de tres mujeres muy 
diferentes chocan en la opresiva y 
tiránica República de Galaad.
Order #503083

El Día que el Océano te 
Mire a los Ojos 
by Dulcinea
Después de enterarse de que solo le 
quedan unos meses de vida, Aurora 
emprende un viaje de observación de 
ballenas al Océano Pacífico con una 
nueva amiga especial.
Order #459041

Rebelión en la Granja 
by George Orwell
La novela alegórica atemporal y 
oportuna de George Orwell: una 
mordaz sátira sobre la marcha ciega 
de una sociedad oprimida hacia el 
totalitarismo.
Order #462762

The Power 
by Naomi Alderman
El equilibrio de poder en el mundo 
cambia dramáticamente después 
de que una nueva fuerza extraña 
concede a las niñas un inmenso 
poder físico.
Order #451612

Voz 
by Christina Dalcher
Una mujer lucha por protegerse a 
sí misma y a su hija después de que 
el gobierno de los Estados Unidos 
apruebe una ley que prohíbe a las 
mujeres hablar más de 100 palabras 
por día.
Order #494935
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 2019 Pulitzer Prize Finalist

There There
Twelve individuals converge on the Big 
Oakland Powwow in a fierce, angry, funny, 
and heartbreaking story about what it means 
to be Native in modern, urban America.
Order # 455029

read 
the  book!

NCRL.ORG/ncrlreads
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Most Popular Items

There There 
by Tommy Orange
Twelve individuals 
converge on the Big 
Oakland Powwow in 
a fierce, angry, funny, 
and heartbreaking 
story about what it 
means to be Native 
in  modern, urban 
America.
Order #455029

The Silent 
Patient 
by Alex Michaelides
A  c r i m i n a l 
p s y c h o t h e r a p i s t 
becomes obsessed 
with his patient: a 
celebrated painter 
living in London, who 
shot her photographer 
husband five times and 
hasn't spoken since.
Order #481994

The 19th 
Christmas 
by James Patterson
Detective  Lindsay 
Boxer and the Women’s 
Murder Club contend 
w i t h  a  c r i m i n a l 
m a s t e r m i n d  w h o 
seizes control of the 
headlines during the 
holiday season.
Order # 498433

The Overstory 
by Richard Powers
This Pulitzer Prize 
novel is a collection 
of interlocking fables 
evoking the natural 
world and ranging 
from antebellum 
New York to the late 
twentieth-century 
timber wars of the 
Pacific Northwest.
Order # 453159

Where the 
Crawdads Sing 
by Delia Owens
A young woman known 
as the “Marsh Girl” for 
living alone in a North 
Carolina marsh is 
accused of murder by 
suspicious locals after a 
handsome young man 
is found dead.
Order # 465053

The Guardians 
by John Grisham
A lawyer investigates 
the murder conviction 
of a black man who has 
spent 22 years behind 
bars for a crime he 
did not commit, but 
powerful and ruthless 
people do not want him 
to uncover the truth. 
Order # 498175
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Magazines

Movies
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New York Times
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A library card is free for anyone who lives or owns property in Chelan, Douglas, Ferry, Grant, or Okanogan counties 
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